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isodcer says: September 15,
2020 at 7:44 pm. Download
driver printer matrix point mp
7645 12 . 955771916 How can
i read this text please Help me
A: In the original post you
have this: $i=1; $r=0;
foreach($array as $k => &$v)
{ if($k == 1 || $k == 2 || $k ==
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3 || $k == 4) { $i++; if($i % 10
== 0) { $r++; $i = 1; } } What
you want is to change that to
this: $i = 1; foreach($array as
$k => &$v) { if($k == 1 || $k
== 2 || $k == 3 || $k == 4) {
$i++; if($i % 10 == 0) { $r++;
$i = 1; } } As @Sajeel stated
above, removing the & from
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the v after the assignment will
remove that error. ial use of
the $V$ data for the definition
of the geocentric frame, this
allows to avoid the binning in
latitude of the $V$ data (see
below), to determine the
position of the nodes correctly
and to evaluate the extended
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transits. This way, we evaluate
the potential uncertainties due
to the choice of different
reference system. However,
this choice also allows us to
reduce the $V$ time resolution
to 24 hr. We fitted the curves
of (T$_{\rm pen}$ + T$_{\rm
orb}$)/2 between the first
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transit and the second and the
third transit and subtracted
them from the $V$
photometry, keeping the
remainder part of the
detrended curve. Then, we
defined the epoch of the first
transit as the midpoint between
the two local minima of the
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fitted T$_{\rm pen}$ +
T$_{\rm orb}$ curve and the
epoch of 570a42141b
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